INTRO
06 Watercolors—In or Out?
08 A Painting for the Emperor
10 Gum Arabic: Where the Watercolors Grow
12 Pigments: The Stuff That Dreams Are Made Of
14 Yellow and Orange: Of Camels and Crocuses
16 Red and Purple: Of Bugs and Snails
18 Blue: Of Lapis Lazuli, Indigo, and Woad
20 Green: Of Plants and Poison
22 Introducing Color to Sketches:
   We’re Not in Kansas Anymore

FIRST ATTEMPTS
24 Multiple Choice: To Design Is to Decide
26 From Dusk till Dawn: Shadows and Light
28 Black Is Back: Glazing with India Ink
30 Layer for Layer: The Glaze
32 Mixing Colors with Glazes
34 Fish Soup: Practicing the Glaze
36 The Wash: The Paint Does as It Pleases!
38 On the Run: Graded Wash Techniques
40 Once More, with Feeling!: Washes
42 It’s a Give and Take: Applying and Removing Paint
44 Wet-on-Wet
46 Combining Techniques: A Little Bit of This and That

EXCURSION IN COLOR THEORY
48 Where Do Colors Come From?:
   The Simple Science
50 Arranging Colors
52 Opposites Attract: Color Contrasts
54 From South Park to Stoplights: Types of Color
56 True Color: The Effect of Light
58 Every Color Tells a Story: Intensifying Your Sketches
60 It’s All Relative: The Effects of Colors
62 Color Harmonies: Simple and Complex